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A woman’s story of learning to dance, and becoming comfortable in her own skin and in the

arms of others: “Witty, incisive [and] vibrantly intelligent.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred

review) Tango was an unlikely choice for Meghan Flaherty. A young woman living with the

scars of past trauma, she was terrified of being touched and shied away from real passion. But

by her late twenties, she knew something had to change. So she dug up an old dream and

tried on her dancing shoes. In tango, there’s a leader and a follower, and, traditionally, the

woman follows. As Meghan moved from beginner classes to the late-night dance halls of New

York’s vibrant tango underground, she discovered that more than any footwork, the hardest and

most essential lesson of the dance was to follow with strength and agency; to find her balance,

regardless of the lead. And as she broke her own rule—never mix romance and tango—she

started to apply those lessons in every corner of her life. Written in wry, lyrical prose, and

beautifully enriched by the vivid history and culture of the dance, Tango Lessons is a

transformative story of conquering your fears, living your dreams, and enjoying the dizzying

freedom found in the closest embrace. “Like Sweetbitter, this is a memoir of a young woman

trying to make it in contemporary New York City. Like H Is for Hawk and Julie and Julia, it is

also portrait of obsession...Flaherty is self-aware and writes beautifully.”—New York Journal of

Books “Flaherty's writing contains moments of real beauty.”—Newsday

Praise for Tango Lessons Named one of the Most Anticipated Titles of 2018 by The Rumpus

An iBooks Most Anticipated Memoir & Biography of the Summer A Rumpus Book Club

Selection One of Charleston City Paper's Hot Summer Reads A Thrillist Best Book of the Year

So Far One of HelloGiggles's Life-Changing Memoirs of the Summer “As Virginia Woolf

wrote, ‘What a lark! What a plunge!’ Meghan Flaherty has written a wonderful book.

Encountering tango, she encountered a series of cultures and histories: that of the dance itself;

that of its impassioned students, teachers, and acolytes in New York and elsewhere; that of her

own very particular desires. Like a first-rate piece of dance, she’s gotten the proportions right:

the small details, the sweep of the whole, the use of space, scenery, the group, and the solo

players. She is entertaining, thoughtful, and trustworthy because her self-examination—doubts,

insecurities, grief—is never self-indulgent. I caught my breath at the end. Bliss indeed, those

last sentences. I can’t wait to read what she does next.” —Margo Jefferson, Pulitzer Prize-

winning author of Negroland "A dazzlingly honest, unblinking memoir, it is also deliciously

written, authentically romantic and enormous fun to read." —Phillip Lopate, author of To Show

and to Tell and editor of The Art of the Personal Essay “Meghan Flaherty is simply an

astonishing writer. Brimming with sensuous detail and sophisticated wit, every page of Tango

Lessons seduces and rebuffs, beguiles and delights. This is easily one of the finest books ever

written about dance, and every bit as graceful as the art itself.” —Bronwen Dickey, author of Pit

Bull: The Battle over an American Icon "In Meghan Flaherty's Tango Lessons, tango plays a

role similar to that of the fancy restaurant in Stephanie Danler's Sweetbitter...Although

Sweetbitter is fiction and Tango Lessons is memoir, the books have a similar tone, a dramatic,

Sylvia Plath–like lyricism...Flaherty's writing contains moments of real beauty." —Newsday

“Not only is this Flaherty’s triumphant account of overcoming her fears after trauma and

learning to follow her dreams and trust in herself, but it’s also a beautiful look at the history of

tango itself.” —BookRiot "As lyrically written as the steps she practices." —HelloGiggles



"[Tango Lessons] takes Flaherty from humdrum New York City dance studios to an intoxicating

subculture that had been thrumming, unbeknownst to her, under the surface of her city all

along. That’s not all she discovers, of course—while she’s emphatic that tango isn’t the fishnets-

and-stilettos dance of cultural stereotype, it is still powerfully intimate, physical, and sensual.

Flaherty lyrically captures the essence of the dance, as well as her stumbling journey into self-

discovery, with a bit of toe sucking and bad sex along the way." —Thrillist "You know right

away, as a dancer does, that you are in good hands. Like Sweetbitter, this is a memoir of a

young woman trying to make it in contemporary New York City. Like H Is for Hawk and Julie

and Julia, it is also portra --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.About the AuthorMEGHAN FLAHERTY has an MFA in nonfiction from Columbia University.

Her essays and criticism have appeared in the New York Times; O, the Oprah Magazine; the

Paris Review; Psychology Today; and elsewhere. She lives in Palo Alto, California, and Tango

Lessons is her first book.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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For my dad,my first and dearest friend

Prologueyou’ve seen it danced, onstage or in the movies. A blind man leads the scent of a

young woman around the bar in march tempo, to music saccharine with strings. A lady in a

backless dress, her silky hair bunned low, cleaves to a suited man. You hear the da Dum dum

Dum: the orchestra soars, the Dum thumps out the rhythm of four patent leather shoes across

a marble floor. You see the glissandos and the ritardandos—with each silk-stockinged knee slid

up a pinstriped thigh. Maybe a dozen half-naked courtesans in corsets take the stage for the

finale. Spins and dips and final tableaus. Thunderous applause. Tango, the dance of passion,

dance of love!But this is showman’s tango, staged fedora tango for the tourists. This is ballroom

competition tango, the stuff of sequins, rigid choreography—the music secondary to the flashy

moves. This is tango as the mating dance of prostitutes and pimps. It is pure seduction: a

dramatic tussling across an empty stage, a bodice-ripping stare.Forget your fishnet fantasies

and take the rose out of your teeth.Real tango is plainer, and more punishing, with a deep and

tidal pull. It isn’t glamorous. It isn’t posed or planned. It happens when two people meet on one

small patch of hardwood floor and take their place in a line of other dancers moving

counterclockwise. It’s a quiet thing. The gentleman opens up his arms and takes the lady’s right

hand in his left. They step toward each other, torso to torso, heart to heart, and they listen—

they stand still—until the music tells them where to go.You might miss it if you aren’t looking

close enough. There are no prescribed steps. Through subtle tensions, evanescent shifts of

weight, two dancers converse. The music tells them how, and it will never be the same dance

twice. Tango is the only partner dance in history to be wholly improvised. There is a leader and

a follower and, between them, an intricate and wordless conversation. The best parts of the

dance remain invisible, like the inner growth of trees.It is, above all, bittersweet. Enrique Santos

Discépolo, beloved tango poet and composer, said it best: “El tango es un pensamiento triste



que se baila.” Tango is a sad thought danced. But it is also pure and buoyant pleasure. A man

and woman moving, half-possessed, to music. In their fusion, the sad thought is relieved.

Chapter Onethe studio was in an ordinary office building, on the second floor. I had only just

enrolled myself, by index card and golf pencil, and now I stood in one of several rooms walled

off by dark pink curtains, strapping on a pair of grandmotherly pumps. The maestro entered,

heels slapping as he thrust himself across the floor. He wore a suit over a black T-shirt, like an

eighties stand-up comic, and a ridge of curls hugged his slightly horsey neck. Immediately, he

started giving orders in a clipped and thinly eastern European accent. The dance yes is to

walk. Okay, begin.We didn’t walk. We practiced standing—with all our weight on one foot then

the other, watching our ankles wobble in the mirror. My classmates were a pair of forty-

something Asian women and some shrinking, balding men in stripes. We didn’t speak. The

ladies were asked to stretch up on the forefoot—balanced on the ball, heels elevated—a task

that only made us wobble more. Then the maestro demonstrated foot trills, little flicks, one foot

around the other. Your feet caress the floor, he said. You hear the difference. A dozen ears

tuned to the tidy sweeping sound of leather sole against hardwood. Now the other. You try. And

we stood there, one foot wobbling, the other undertaking little decorative missions. We tipped

and steadied ourselves, like toddlers playing teapots, until we could approximate the maestro’s

tight ellipses. Lápices. Spanish for “pencils”—the step named after circles drawn on the

sketching paper of the floor.We lined up at the curtain blocking one class from the next. To

walk. This meant transferring weight from foot to foot as we had practiced, and then slinking

forward, hauling ourselves across the floor as if on ski machines, lugging one leg forth to meet

the other. I will hear your feet, the maestro said, cupping a hand over one ear and listening for

the swish of our soles across the boards. Always, the ball of the foot must caress the floor. The

way he kept saying “caress” struck me as slightly lewd, but I ignored this. The practice of our

toe-first trudge across the room required perfect concentration. We each grunted quietly as we

tried to heave our weight around on tiptoe. I imagined my classmates as ailing jungle animals

trying to relearn how to stalk their prey.One slow and somber instrumental played on endless

loop, its beats as clear and heavy as the tides, its melody a wisp of seaweed between waves.

“Bahía Blanca,” it was called. The white bay. I did not know that then. I only knew the

awkwardness and effort of this tango class: the buckling of my ankles, the threat of sliding into

accidental splits. The song plinked to a close and then repeated. I pursed my lips and shut my

eyes to everything but the ocean rhythm of the strings, trying to will my body into grace, into

the tango walk—and thinking, even as I stumbled, this is why I’m here. I had taken tango

classes once before, when I was sixteen, on a term abroad in Argentina. I was a lonely, oddball

kid, and thus spent half my time there by myself, on park benches, furiously scribbling

impressions into a composition book: the taste of diesel fumes and city grit baked into

empanadas, the feeling of having fallen to the bottom of the world map in the picture frame, of

being under glass and in plain sight. The other half I’ll call my teenage education: hitchhiking,

staying out past seven in the morning dancing cumbia, and drinking daintily from liter bottles of

cerveza on unlit dirt roads.South of the equator, vast and varied, Argentina was unseasonable

and unreasonable. I loved every thorny inch of her. The weather and the months ran

backwards. The provinces—sandy, grassy, frozen under feet of salt or ice—were systematically

ignored, and poor. They stretched a geographic patchwork quilt across the lap and shoes and

shoulders of the country, while Buenos Aires, squatting on the Rio de la Plata delta, got all of

the attention. I’d been devastated to leave the foothills of the Andes for the capital, but she was

the distrito federal, the port, the Paris of South America, and, by happy accident, she created



tango, with which I fell in love. On Tuesday afternoons, I took the subte from my homestay in

the Buenos Aires outskirts to meet my tenth-grade Honors Spanish II teacher in the basement

café of a discount bookstore on la Avenida Corrientes. He called himself José Barretto, his alter

ego, the mask behind which Joe Barrett buried every trace of his midwestern self. He’d spent

ten years in the Dominican Republic and been reborn as an adopted member of his host family.

Señor Barretto was robust where Joe was ordinary, open where Joe was closed, and an

unmitigated dork. He devoured Argentina every bit as hungrily as I did. In Buenos Aires, at

least, that required an appetite for tango. He’d found the class by chance, during his afternoon

perambulations. There was no sign, no neon stiletto blinking outside on the sidewalk. Just a

handful of businessmen and blue-collar workers spending their lunch break clumped around a

boom box, learning how to dance.Our instructor was a gentleman named Alfredo, with a bristly

mustache and a salt-and-pepper pompadour. José took notes on scraps of paper stuffed into

his breast pocket and, every few minutes, fished out a handkerchief to mop his brow. José

didn’t quite have what it took for tango; there was something missing that I noticed even then—

some heat, perhaps, or some dark depth of pessimism. He held me gingerly, with all the

anodyne sterility that his position as my septuagenarian chaperone required. He smiled every

so often, as if embarrassed by his forehead sweat. Or as if waiting for tango to become more

jubilant, waiting for the sound of upbeat drums.I, however, was enchanted by the mournful

music—as by any other antique treasure, intricate, threadbare. It sounded like old lace draped

across the table of a century. Beautiful, but thinned from age. You had to turn the volume up to

hear the old songs underneath the static and the dust. But there the tango surged—keening

and crooning, darkly beckoning, and sad.The class moved by mathematic increments, painfully

precise. One, the first step, backwards for the leader, forward for the follower. Two, a side step,

opening out together. Three, Four, the couple walking—him in forward, her reverse. Five, he

leads a cross, left over right. Six, the exit. Seven, another side step to resolve, then back to

one, the feet together, Eight. Lo básico, Alfredo called it. The basic eight. All steps were

accessed from this grid, wrought from the cross and meant to lead back into it. Forward to a

side step, or salida; backwards to the cross; then resolution.After four weeks of lunchtime

lessons, Alfredo took my hand to test my comprehension. “Entonces,” he said, and asked in

Spanish, “So, you have the basic?” He steered me from the fray. His knees were almost as

sharply pointed as his sleek black polished shoes. He was all angles, but moved supplely, as if

by master puppeteer. “Show me,” he said.He led me through eight steps, the box. Years later, I

would learn this pattern was an arbitrary one. There are no steps in tango. But back then, as

long as there were things to master, I would master them. He led. I followed.“Good,” he said.

“Now close your eyes.”The old tangueros often spoke of leading this way, a transitive verb. “La

bailo,” they would say. “I dance her.” Swallowing my nascent feminist dismay, I disregarded that

paternalism and embraced, instead, the thrill of dancing without steering. The blind leap.

Alfredo moved through me like a prow parting water, and the lead made sense. The follower

was supposed to cultivate something called la ignorancia sagrada, her sacred ignorance,

which felt a bit like flying in the dark. A leader, he told me, should give her room only to do the

thing he wants. There could be no second-guessing if the lead was clear; his chest, his arms,

the shapes he made would show a lady where to step, by magic alchemy. A follower must

close her eyes and trust. And that’s what I was doing then—sixteen and newly in the honking,

vivid world: learning to trust. This lesson, a decade later, was not at all like that, and I was not

that dewy-hearted girl. This lesson and I both were disappointing. For a few futile moments, I

pretended I was not in SoHo, New York City, but in Palermo Soho, Buenos Aires, lost inside

that old framed photo of the world. But I was not. I was twenty-five years old and flailing. A



failed actress and the daughter of a doubly broken home. By day, I languished in a cubicle; by

night, beside a man who didn’t want me. I knew I needed to do something, however bold or

blind. This class, Basic Argentine Tango, Section A, was it.I’d built it up. Stockpiled my nerve.

Checked the website every day for months, vowing to sign up for the next cycle and then the

next, until here I finally was: in ugly shoes on an ordinary Tuesday, teetering around an

unassuming studio not six blocks from my office with a bunch of strangers. And all because I

wanted to be different than I was. I wanted to be the kind of woman who took tango lessons.I

stood in line behind the maestro, trying to do what he did with my feet. Trying to feel something,

anything, that wasn’t lost. But then the hour struck. The maestro killed the music. Class was

over. There had been no chivalry, no sacred ignorance. We hadn’t so much as partnered up. I

left the studio that first Tuesday evening and met a man for dinner. My boyfriend. The third in a

line of men who wouldn’t touch me. The first I’d called the Hobbit, a baker and fellow Chili’s

server in our former Massachusetts college town who had refused to kiss me out of sheer

politeness. He was five foot six to my five foot seven, pathologically respectful, and emotionally

stalled. I was attracted to his gentle kindness, though I misread each of his signs. The second

was a theatre designer with a Homer Simpson alarm clock—a consummate lost cause. I called

him Non-Date. We’d spend hours bantering over rounds and rounds of hoppy beers at baseball

bars, and wandering laps around Manhattan. I was sure that it was destiny. The merest idea of

him made my insides spin. I walked beside him with my hand loose, dangling at my side. It took

him three years to reach for it, and once he did, he spooked and changed his mind.Number

three was accidental. My best friend. Our lack of chemistry was not his fault. But once we’d

tried to call ourselves a couple, we couldn’t untry; we were stuck. He loved me like a sister, and

his folks were family to me when I really needed one, after mine had come apart. He was a

failed actor too; we understood each other’s unfulfilled ambition. We both wanted to be better

than we were. He came from money; I did not. I worked meaningless jobs that left me drained

while he stayed home and filled his days with weightlifting and errands. There was a deep and

inborn sadness in him that I cradled, a chaos in me he steadied. There wasn’t passion. We

took care of each other. He paid for groceries, I found his socks. We were fiercely

codependent, two lost kids skipping through the adult woods. He called me Biscuit. I called him

Peter Pan. We cared for each other very deeply, but we were not in love.We should have

pushed each other off the nursery sill, but we were both too frightened of the world, and I was

desperate not to be alone. My life was better with him in it. Perhaps the solace we took together

made up for the sacrifice. Perhaps, I thought, the sloppy lusts of teenage lip-lock were meant to

be outgrown. I knew just enough about desire to understand I wasn’t very good at giving rise to

it. By the time I came to tango, I had forgotten what it felt like to be touched. The pivot back was

partly Peter’s fault. He’d sent me on a second trip to Buenos Aires some months earlier, to

accompany and translate for his mother on a one-week tour. Her treat. The fool idea had come

to me while she and I sat sipping Malbec somewhere in San Telmo, watching two porteños

twirl and kick their legs around each other in a tango show. I watched the way the dancers

moved together—making geometry or making love, and dragging silent steps across the floor

like cat burglars. Tango had never looked like sex to me, more like an elaborate stage battle

between exhausted nemeses. Their smiles bent in anguish, their wan cheeks aflame.“You and

Peter ought to do this,” she whispered.I watched his long and rippling dress pants, her midriff

flexing into every turn. My arches ached from effort, watching theirs. Fond memories of modest

tango steps evaporated in the heat of their sweating and spinning. Their strong legs anchored,

loose legs letting go. The whole effect was breathlessly and wordlessly alive. Peter would never

want to do this—with me or without. I found myself wishing he might want to, and wanting to



myself. My toes tensed under the table. I felt my ribcage swell. In the taxi back to our hotel,

night wind thrashed my hair through open windows. The driver swerved along the pothole

gauntlet up 9 de Julio, the widest street on earth, zooming from lane to lane toward the

Obelisco. The city had fallen apart a bit since last I’d seen her, but the radio still blasted tango,

and the night still sparkled with the chill of reverse spring.That was the April a smoke cloud

invaded Buenos Aires from brush-burn fires set by ranchers forty miles upwind, and my lungs

were full with it. Talking, even breathing, stung. That night, lying on my twin guesthouse bunk

beneath the open window, I drank it in—more than a little tipsy from the Malbec, more than a

little melancholy, charmed.I lay there remembering the night when, ten years earlier, I’d snuck

into a tango club deep in the bowels of the city. From a folding chair on the outer edge, I

watched the dancers, like a flock of aging birds, as they swirled together in one stately

counterclockwise loop. There were centuries contained in all their steps, lifetimes of agony and

joy traced in their shared path around the floor. I stayed for one drink only, one glass of inky

wine—but that had been enough.I remembered, too, the nunnish handmade tango shoes that

I’d procured in haste at the Flabella factory on Suipacha in the city center the next day,

desperate to take home an artifact of tango. Black leather, with a closed toe box coming to a

military point, they were the only pair available in size 43. I thought that when I looked at them,

I’d conjure back that old wood-paneled room made beautiful by live musicians and by all those

men and women gelled and coifed and dressed in black. I thought the shoes might make me

elegant like them, their eyes closed and contemplating, with some unnamed pleasure,

something very sad.Then again, I was sixteen. What something very sad was there for me to

contemplate with so much untrammeled life ahead? I stuffed the shoes into my suitcase, said

goodbye to Buenos Aires and to Argentina, and flew the fourteen hours back to ordinary

adolescence. Tango was soon abandoned with the box of souvenirs beneath my bed: ticket

stubs and candy wrappers, the unassembled scrapbook of my months abroad. A time capsule

of myself at age sixteen. Now here I was again in Argentina, with a suitcase full of woodsmoke,

aching for the wonder I had lost. Back in New York, the idea haunted me. I still had the dusty

dance shoes—unworn and wrapped in tissue paper. What better way to cure my spinning

wheels, I thought, than to dig them out and learn the dance of endless loops? I wanted what I’d

seen onstage—a woman and a man who wore each other out like nemeses—and the dance I’d

seen old couples do in basement clubs, with wrinkled foreheads pressed together, their eyelids

lowering to sad, sad strains of bandoneón. I wanted to close my eyes and trust.Tango was to

be my trapdoor into transformation. Instead, I found my first class awkward and unbeautiful, the

way I’d always seen myself. Instead of mettle, it required only minor calisthenics. And while it

held enormous promise, I had not envisioned spending the entire fifty minutes standing like a

lame flamingo in a pond.My doubts reverberated. This tango was stern and cold. Anticlimactic.

Nothing about that harshly lit lesson felt like flying in the dark—more like a rehabilitative gym

class. I wasn’t standing around in fishnet stockings hoping to be ravaged, but I was waiting for

some kind of benediction.By the time I stepped into that January night and met Peter for

dinner, I had resolved to swallow my deflated feelings and concentrate instead on acing Basic

Section A in hopes of one day making it to Basic Section B. My schoolgirl egotism demanded I

not fail, again, at this. I would not put the shoes back in their box. There was something

necessary buried in that tangled footwork—swirling in that dark—and it was buried still. Terrible

and beautiful as a brushfire burning miles upwind. I couldn’t see it yet, but it was there. Where

had she gone, that girl who braved two city buses and a train to take a tango lesson in another

tongue halfway around the world? I wanted to be her again.I wanted other things I didn’t know

enough to name.I played up the glamour of my first grown-up tango class to Peter, my first



grown-up boyfriend, though I knew the truth of both was more banal. I wanted him to see me

differently. I wanted him to be a little jealous, a little threatened by my newfound poise. I sipped

wine with affected mystery. I thought tango had the power to make him fall in love with me in

earnest, so I babbled away about the music and the melancholy and the foot muscles required.

Though every detail seemed to bore him, I pontificated on. I wanted to see me differently as

well. When you say “thank you” to an Argentine, he sometimes says “please” back. Gracias. Por

favor. Partings are marked with suerte, luck. And when you aren’t sure of something, he will

say por las dudas, for the doubts. Here’s another dish of butter for your bread. One last splash

of wine. You know, por las dudas—just in case. I started dancing tango for the doubts.
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Ed, “Read until dawn to finish this moving memoir. Fought off sleep and read until dawn to

finish this exceptional memoir by Meghan Flaherty, a talented young writer, dancer, and

translator. As the author explores the mysteries of tango and her passion for dance, she finds

the courage to delve into her abuse-filled childhood and her fear of love and intimacy.The

coming-of-age journey is a familiar one. But for readers who are unfamiliar with the culture of

tango, this memoir gives us fascinating glimpses into the art form, from its origins in Argentina

and Europe to the contemporary dance scene in New York and other big cities. At the same

time, we follow the big city dreams of Flaherty, a struggling actress who finds escape and

solace in dark and dingy dance halls, often staggering home at dawn.Readers young and old

who have pursued elusive dreams in any field will see themselves in Flaherty as she stumbles,

rises, falls again. Flaherty is at her best in her fast-paced relationship scenes, her vivid

descriptions of dancing with her partners, and her soulful, reflective moments that seek to

make sense of her frenetic life. The memoir slows a bit when she delves into a seemingly

encyclopedic history of tango; sharing the teachings of the great tango legends would have

been more effective if she had been more selective.But that's a minor point. For the most part,

this is a powerful book by a writer who is wise beyond her years. I highly recommend it.”

Joe Tango, “It’s a wonderfully engaging and extraordinarily well-written read!. AS someone who

loves Argentine tango music and dances to it almost to the point of addiction, I've often heard

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/DlDLx/Tango-Lessons-A-Memoir-Meghan-Flaherty


its appeal as a metaphor for life, as in "Tango is like life" or "El tango es la vida" - "Tango is life."

Like life, the music, the lyrics, and the dance vary in intensity, in intimacy, in creativity, in joy,

and in sorrow. Depending on your experience and perspective, you can just as easily invert the

phrase so that life is like a tango. Meghan Flaherty explores the intricacies of tango - the music

and the dance - against the backdrop of a difficult childhood and adolescence whose crippling

emotional baggage left her dispirited and passionless, with a string of failed relationships and

dead-end jobs. But somewhere along the line, with some luck and a lot of perseverance, along

came tango. Spoiler alert - read the book!”

leftycatharsis, “Gorgeous, poignant, hilarious tale of dance and self-discovery. At turns

poignant and laugh-out-loud funny, Flaherty's memoir traces her unexpected evolution as a

dancer and person. "Twenty five years old and flailing," Flaherty attempts to escape the rut

(soulless office job, dead-end relationship) by returning to a youthful dream of learning tango --

and boy are we lucky she did. A coming-of-age story told with heart, head and a healthy dose

of humor, Tango Lessons seamlessly carries us from the bordellos of early 20th century

Buenos Aires to the underground New York tango scene (neither the "covert sex club" her

mother imagines nor quite as innocent as young Flaherty first believes). A delightful, funny,

moving book for dancers and non-dancers alike.”

Kelly A., “Loved this book!. I don’t know if it’s because I’ve recently taken up Argentine Tango

as a new hobby or because I’m also a writer, but this book was delightful to read. The author

was very adept at merging the history of Tango into her experiences with learning the dance

and all that comes with it. How she used the world of Tango as almost a character in her story

was very clever. It gave depth and intrigue to her romantic relationships that otherwise would

have gone unnoticed. I would definitely recommend this book to anybody who has ever

struggled in life and who might be curious about the world of Tango!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Enter the world of this smart, sexy memoir!. I savored this book and have

gifted it twice! As someone who knew nothing about, nor had much interest in Tango-- I found

myself captivated by Flaherty's depiction of a vibrant subculture-- its characters, rules, rhythms,

and experiential entry fees. For those who found the memoir dark, I couldn't disagree more.

Flaherty demonstrates restraint in all the places where the story could have pooled into wells

of self-indulgence. The writing is spry and direct-- unflinching when it needs to be, and always

lively. The descriptions of New York were enough to make a former resident long for her lost

bodega. I deeply enjoyed wandering the city from within this author's gaze, and think that you

will too.”

kluless, “Very authentic!. The author's journey into tango somewhat mirrors my own, so I can

totally relate. Very well written.”

The book by Meghan Flaherty has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 46 people have provided feedback.
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